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TOWER CRANE AND BALANCE ARM TENSION ROD STRUCTURE THEREOF AND MOUNTING METHOD FOR THE STRUCTURE

The disclosure discloses a tower crane and a tie rod structure of a balance boom thereof, and a method for mounting the tie rod structure of the balance boom. The tie rod structure of the balance boom comprises two tie rods intersected with each other at a certain angle, each of the tie rods has a first end connected with a balance boom of the crane and a second end connected with a tower head of the crane, and the distance between the first ends of the two tie rods is greater than that between the second ends; an adapting member which is arranged at the second ends of the two tie rods and the second end of each of the tie rods is connected to the adapting member; and two separate first connecting members, wherein each of the first connecting members has a first end connected with the adapting member and a second end connected with the tower head of the crane by a first pin shaft. The mounting method adopts the tie rod structure of the balance boom mentioned above. The tie rod structure of the balance boom is stressed stably and rationally and safe and fast to mount.

Fig.4
Description

Technical field of the invention

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of hoisting machinery, in particular to a tower crane and a tie rod structure of a balance boom thereof, and a method for mounting the tie rod structure of the balance boom.

Background of the invention

[0002] At present, in the super-large tower cranes, the tie rod of the balance boom can be divided into a parallel double-tie-rod structure and a triangular double-tie-rod structure. The parallel double-tie-rod structure refers to two parallel round-steel tie rods connecting a balance boom and a tower head (i.e., a supporting frame). The parallel double-tie-rod structure looks simple; whereas, the two tie rods are poor in overall stability and easy to break down when stressed unequally.

[0003] Compared with the former, the tie rods of the triangular double-tie-rod structure are better in overall stability. As shown in Fig. 1, in the triangular double-tie-rod structure, two tie rods 6 intersected at certain angle form two long sides of a triangle; one ends of the two tie rods 6 are connected with a balance boom by an adapting member 5, while the other ends of the two tie rods 6 are adjacent to each other; and each tie rod 6 is connected with the tower head (i.e., the supporting frame) by a connecting member 40.

Summary of the invention

[0007] The disclosure aims to provide a tie rod of a balance boom of a tower crane, in order to solve the problems of poor stress, inconvenient mounting and transportation and the like of the conventional tie-rod structure.

[0008] In one aspect, the disclosure provides a tie rod structure of a balance boom of a super-large tower crane. The tie rod structure of the balance boom comprises two tie rods which are intersected with each other at a certain angle, wherein each of the tie rods has a first end connected with a balance boom of the crane and a second end connected with a tower head of the crane, and the distance between the first ends of the two tie rods is greater than that between the second ends; the adapting member which is arranged at the second ends of the two tie rods and the second end of each of the tie rods is connected to the adapting member; and two first connecting members disposed separately, wherein each of the first connecting members has a first end connected with the adapting member and a second end connected with the tower head of the crane by a first pin shaft.

[0009] Furthermore, the adapting member comprises a C tie plate frame hinged with each of the first connecting members by a second pin shaft, and a B connecting plate hinged with the C tie plate frame by a third pin shaft; wherein each of the tie rods is provided with a first reversing plate which is connected to the B connecting plate by a fourth pin shaft; and the second end of each of the tie rods is connected to the first reversing plate by a fifth pin shaft.

[0010] Furthermore, the tie rod structure of the balance boom further comprises two second tie plate frames, each of which is arranged at the first end of each of the two tie rods, and each of the two tie rods is connected with one of the second tie plate frames by a second reversing plate, wherein one second reversing plate is connected with one of the second tie plate frames by a first rotating shaft Q, and the other second reversing plate is connected with the other of the second tie plate frames by a second rotating shaft R; a second connecting member, one end of which is connected with the two second tie plate frames by a second connecting plate, and the other end of which is provided with a structure connected with the balance boom of the crane; a box- type supporting beam which is connected between the two second tie plate frames and comprises a bottom surface, a top surface parallel to the bottom surface and a first end surface and a second end surface perpendicular to the bottom surface, wherein the first end surface is parallel to the second end surface, the plane formed by the two tie rods is in the middle between the bottom surface and the
top surface, the first end surface is within the plane formed by the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R and the distance of the second end surface departing away from the adapting member is larger than that of the first end surface; and a first sheave block which is arranged on the supporting beam.

Furthermore, each of the tie rods comprises a first tie rod and a second tie rod which are connected by a sixth pin shaft, wherein the first tie rod is connected to one of the two first connecting members by the adapting member; the each second tie rod is connected with one of the second tie plate frames by one of the second reversing plates.

Furthermore, the tie rod structure of the balance boom can be divided into a first segment, a second segment and a third segment which are connected in sequence, wherein the first segment comprises the first tie rods, the adapting member and the first connecting members; the second segment of the tie rod structure of the balance boom comprises the second tie rods, the second reversing plates, the second tie plate frames, the second connecting plate, the supporting beam and the first sheave block, one of the second reversing plates is connected to one of the second tie rod by a seventh pin shaft, and one of the second tie plate frame is connected with one of the second reversing plates by the first rotating shaft Q or the second rotating shaft R; and the third segment is hinged with the second connecting plate and is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane.

Furthermore, the first connecting pieces comprise two parallel D tie plate frames, each of which is provided with an A connecting plate hinged therewith and being parallel thereto; the A connecting plate is connected with the C tie plate frame; each one of the D tie plate frame is provided with a structure hinged with the tower head of the tower crane by the first pin shaft.

Furthermore, the second connecting member forms the third segment which comprises two third connecting plates, a third tie plate frame and a second sheave block, wherein each of the two third connecting plates is hinged with one of the second tie plate frames by an eighth pin shaft; one end of the third tie plate frame is hinged with the two third connecting plates by two ninth pin shafts, and the other end is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane; and the second sheave block is arranged on the third tie plate frame and is connected with the first sheave block by a steel cable.

Furthermore, the third pin shaft connecting the B connecting plate with the C tie plate frame, the fourth pin shaft connecting the B connecting plate with the first reversing plate, the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R are parallel to one another; the pin shafts of the first to ninth pin shafts, excepting for the third pin shaft, the fourth pin shaft, the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R, are parallel to one another; and the third pin shaft, the fourth pin shaft, the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R are perpendicular to the rest pin shafts of the first to ninth pin shafts.

Furthermore, the third tie plate frame is provided with a stop component for stopping the third connecting plates.

Furthermore, each first reversing plate comprises: a vertical connecting plate and a horizontal connecting plate which are vertically connected with each other; the vertical connecting plate is perpendicular to the plane formed by the two tie rods; the horizontal connecting plate is within the plane formed by the two tie rods; the fourth pin shaft connects the horizontal connecting plate with the B connecting plate; and the fifth pin shaft connects one of the tie rods with the vertical connecting plate.

The disclosure further provides a tower crane, which comprises the tie rod structure of the balance boom mentioned above.

In another aspect, the disclosure further provides a method for mounting a tie rod structure of the balance boom of a tower crane, wherein the tie rod structure of the balance boom is the one mentioned above.

The method comprises the following steps: pre-mounting the first segment on the tower head and the third segment on the balance boom, arranging the second segment on a balance boom bracket and a trolley, and connecting the second segment with the third segment.

Furthermore, the method further comprises: connecting a hoisting boom with an upper base to connect the tie rods of the hoisting boom into a whole.

Due to the adoption of the adapting member which is connected with one end of each tie rod adjacent to the tower head of the crane, the force of the two tie rods is combined by the adapting member to form resultant force, and the resultant force is connected with the tower head by the two first connecting members disposed separately. Therefore, the two first connecting members and the two tie rods are balanced in force under the action of the same adapting member, and the problems that the tie rods are poor in overall stability and easy to break down after being connected to the tower head are solved.

In addition, the supporting beam is arranged in a vertical plane in which the arm of force of a bending moment is zero, so as to eliminate the bending moment of the tie rod structure of the balance boom.

Furthermore, the tie rod structure of the balance boom is arranged segmentally, so as to be convenient to dismount, transport and mount. Furthermore, the tie rod structure of the balance boom further adopts various reversing plates and pin shafts connected in different directions. So that the tie rods can rotate in both the horizontal and vertical directions, and the motion flexibility of the tie rod structure of the balance boom is improved.

The method for mounting the tie rod structure of the balance boom of the tower crane adopts the tie rod structure of the balance boom mentioned above, so that the mounting is convenient and fast, efficient and safe.
Brief description of the drawings

[0025] Drawings, which form a part of the description and are provided for further understanding of the present invention, show the preferred embodiments of the present invention, and explain the principle of the present invention together with the description. In the drawings:

Fig. 1 shows a conventional tie rod structure of a balance boom;
Fig. 2a is a top view showing the structure of a tie rod structure of a balance boom according to a first embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 2b is a top view showing the structure of a tie rod structure of a balance boom according to a second embodiment of the disclosure; Fig. 3 is a front view showing the structure of Fig. 2b;
Fig. 4 shows the structure of a first segment in Fig. 2b;
Fig. 5 shows the structure of a second segment in Fig. 2b;
Fig. 6 is a top view showing the structure of a third segment in Fig. 2b;
Fig. 7 is a front view showing the structure of a third segment in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 shows the state of a tie rod structure of a balance boom when a tower head is inclined to a hoisting boom at an angle of alpha in a mounting process;
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing the state of mounting a hoisting boom and a hoisting boom tie rod; and
Fig. 10 shows the state of mounting the second and third segments of a tie rod structure of a balance boom.

Detailed description of the embodiments

[0026] The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail below with reference to drawings, however the present invention may be implemented by various different ways defined and covered by the claims. In the drawings, identical components are indicated by identical reference number.

[0027] As shown in Fig. 2a, a tie rod structure of a balance boom of a tower crane according to a first embodiment of the disclosure comprises: two tie rods 6 intersected at a certain angle, an adapting member 17 and first connecting members 10.

[0028] The two tie rods 6 form two long sides of a triangle and are generally the same in length and structure so as to be stressed equally and form resultant force which is on the bisecting line of the included angle between the two tie rods 6; one ends of the two tie rods 6 adjacent to the balance boom of the crane, i.e., the first ends of the tie rods 6 (the left ends in Fig. 2a) are provided with a structure connected with the balance boom of the crane, for example, are connected on the balance boom of the crane by various connecting members; and the other ends of the two tie rods 6 adjacent to the tower head of the crane, i.e., the second ends of the tie rods 6 (the right ends in Fig. 2a), are adjacent to each other, namely, the distance between the first ends of the two tie rods 6 is greater than that between the second ends of the two tie rods 6.

[0029] The adapting member 17, such as a connecting plate, a connecting frame or an assembly formed by connecting plates and the like, is connected with one end of each tie rod 6 adjacent to the tower head of the crane, i.e., the second ends of the tie rods 6 at the same time; and the two first connecting members 10 disposed separately are connected with the adapting member 17 respectively, and each of the first connecting member 10, such as a connecting plate, a connecting frame or an assembly formed by connecting plates and the like, is provided with a structure which is hinged with the tower head of a tower crane (i.e., a supporting frame) by a first pin shaft 51. Due to the adapting member 17 above, each tie rod 6 can be connected to the tower head flexibly so as to be convenient to adjust, dismount and reverse.

[0030] Due to the adoption of the adapting member 17 which is connected with one end of each tie rod 6 adjacent to the tower head of the crane, the force of the two tie rods 6 is combined on the adapting member 17 to form resultant force which is connected with the tower head by the two separate first connecting members 10, at the moment, the two first connecting members 10 and the two tie rods 6 are balanced in force under the action of the same adapting member 17 and can be regulated automatically when stressed unequally, therefore, the problems that the tie rods are stressed unequally, poor in overall stability and easy to break down after being connected to the tower head are solved.

[0031] As shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, 3 and 4, the adapting member 17 can be a connecting plate or a connecting frame. Furthermore, the adapting member 17 comprises: a platelike C plate frame 13 hinged with each first connecting member 10 by a second pin shaft 52, and a B connecting plate 14 hinged with the C plate frame 13 by a third pin shaft 53. Each tie rod 6 is provided with a first reversing plate 15 which is connected to the B connecting plate 14 by a fourth pin shaft 54, wherein one end of each tie rod 6 adjacent to the tower head of the crane is connected to one first reversing plate 15 by a fifth pin shaft 55.

[0032] As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, each first reversing plate 15 comprises, for example, a vertical connecting plate 151 and a horizontal connecting plate 153 which are vertically connected with each other and can be welded together. The vertical connecting plates 151 are perpendicular to the plane formed by the two tie rods 6, and the horizontal connecting plates 153 are within the plane formed by the two tie rods 6. The fourth pin shaft 54 connects the horizontal connecting plates 153 with the B connecting plate 14, and the fifth pin shaft 55 connects the tie rods 6 with the vertical connecting plates 151. Through the connection of the first reversing plates 15 and the pin shafts, the tie rods 6 can be reversed and rotate in both the horizontal and vertical directions, so as to improve the hoisting flexibility. Due to the adapting
member 17 above, each tie rod 6 can be connected to the tower head flexibly, so as to be convenient to adjust, dismount and reverse.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 2b and 5, at the ends of the two tie rods 6 adjacent to the balance boom of the crane, i.e., the first ends of the tie rods 6, one tie rod 6 is connected with a platelike second tie plate frame 23 by a rotating shaft Q, and the other tie rod 6 is connected with another second tie plate frame 23 by a rotating shaft R; one end of a second connecting member, such as a connecting plate, a connecting frame or an assembly formed by a plurality of connecting plates and the like, is connected with the two second tie plate frames 23, and the other end is provided with a structure connected with the balance boom of the crane; and a box-type supporting beam 28 is connected between the two second tie plate frames 23 and comprises a bottom surface, a top surface parallel to the bottom surface, and a first end surface and a second end surface which are perpendicular to the bottom surface and parallel to each other.

The bottom surface, the top surface, the first end surface and the second end surface form the box-type structure of the supporting beam 28 and can be made of steel plates; and the plane formed by the two tie rods 6 is in the middle between the bottom surface and the top surface, that is to say, the distance between the bottom surface and the plane formed by the two tie rods 6 is the same as that between the top surface and the plane formed by the two tie rods 6, therefore, the force can be born rationally. The first end surface is within the plane formed by the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R; and the distance of the second end surface departing away from the adapting member 17 is larger than that of the first end surface, namely, the second end surface is adjacent to the third segment 3 in Fig. 2b. Of course, the supporting beam 28 can be of other forms, such as a platelike form, but is not as firm as the box-type supporting beam.

The first sheave block 27 is arranged on the supporting beam 28, and is used for connecting the tie rods 6 with the third segment 3 in the mounting process as shown in Fig. 2b. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2b, the force applied to the beam 28 from the sheave block 27 can be divided into the pressure F along the length direction of the beam 28 and the pressure N in the gravity direction perpendicular to the beam 28, and the arm of force of the pressure F on the beam 28 is the distance d between the beam 28 and the QR connecting line between the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R. The first end surface of the beam 28 is within the plane formed by the first rotating shaft Q and the second rotating shaft R, and the whole beam 28 is basically in the triangular plane of the QR connecting line perpendicular to the two tie rods 6, therefore, the arm of force of the pressure F and the pressure N on the beam 28 is zero, and the bending moment of the pressure F on the beam 28 or the second tie plate frames 23 is zero. Even there is a certain mounting error in the actual mounting process, the arm of force of the pressure F and the pressure N on the beam 28 can also be reduced greatly to be approximate to zero, and accordingly, the bending moment can also be reduced greatly, therefore, the stability of the beam 28, the second tie plate frames 23 and the whole tie rod structure of the balance boom is improved, and the mechanical structure of the tie rod structure of the balance boom is more rational.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 2b to 5, each tie rod 6 comprises a first tie rod 16 and a second tie rod 26 which are connected by a sixth pin shaft 56; each first tie rod 16 is connected to one first connecting member 10 by the adapting member; and each second tie rod 26 is connected with one second tie plate frames 23. Each tie rod 6 is divided into two segments so as to be convenient to transport and mount.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 2b and 3, the tie rod structure of the balance boom is divided into a first segment 1, a second segment 2 and a third segment 3 which are connected in sequence. For example, the first segment 1 can be pre-mounted on the tower head and transported with the tower head; the third segment 3 is, for example, mounted on the balance boom and transported with the balance boom; and finally, it is only necessary to connect the second segment 2 with the first segment 1 and the third segment 3 respectively to implement the internal connection of the tie rod structure of the balance boom and the connection between the tie rod structure of the balance boom and the tower head and the balance boom, therefore, the tie rod structure of the balance boom is convenient to dismount, transport and mount, saves time, reduces the mounting process and decreases the working strength.

As shown in Fig. 4, the first segment 1 comprises two parallel first connecting members 10 which connected with the tower head, and two first tie rods 16 which are intersected at a certain angle and connected to the first connecting members 10 by the adapting member 17. For example, the first tie rods 16 are mounted on a supporting frame (the tower head) and transported there with, so as to save the mounting time in the field mounting process. Furthermore, each first connecting member 10 comprises: two parallel platelike D tie plate frames 11 each provided with an A connecting plate 12 hinged with and parallel to itself, wherein the A connecting plates 12 are connected with the C plate frame 13; and each D tie plate frame 11 is provided with a structure hinged with the tower head of the tower crane by the first pin shaft 51. Therefore, each tie rod 6 can be connected to the tower head flexibly, and is convenient to adjust, dismount and reverse.

As shown in Fig. 5, the second segment 2 comprises the second tie rods 26 and two second reversing plates 25, wherein the second tie rods 26 are connected with the first tie rods 16 respectively by the sixth pin shaft 56; the first tie rods 16 are connected with the second tie
rods 26 by a second connecting plate 22 to form the tie rods 6; the first tie rods 16 can be hinged with the second connecting plate 22; the sixth pin shaft 56 axially connects the second connecting plate 22 with the first tie rods 16 to enable the first tie rods 16 to be connected with the second tie rods 26; the second tie rods 26 can be placed on a platform or a trolley of the balance boom in the mounting process; each second reversing plate 25 is connected to one second tie rod 26 by a seventh pin shaft 57; the second reversing plates 25 are basically the same as the first reversing plates 15 in structure and also comprise two connecting plates mutually connected; one connecting plate is hinged with the second tie rods 26 by the seventh pin shaft 57, and the other connecting plate is hinged with the second tie plate frames 23 by the rotating shaft Q or the rotating shaft R; and the seventh pin shaft 57 is perpendicular to the mounting direction of the rotating shaft Q or the rotating shaft R. Therefore, under the cooperation of the pin shafts, the rotation of the second tie rods 26 in the horizontal and vertical directions can be well met; the two second tie plate frames 23 are connected with one second reversing plate 25 by the rotating shaft Q or the rotating shaft R respectively; the supporting beam 28 is connected between the second tie plate frames 23; the first sheave block 27 is arranged on the supporting beam 28; and the second reversing second connecting plates 24 are respectively arranged on the two second tie plate frames 23 to connect the third segment 3.

As shown in Figs. 2b and 3, the second connecting member forms the third segment 3 which is hinged with the second tie plate frames 23 and is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane. The third segment 3 is, for example, mounted on the balance boom and transported with the balance boom, so as to save the mounting time during the field mounting.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the third segment 3 comprises two parallel third connecting plates 32, a third tie plate frame 33 and a second sheave block 37, wherein the two third connecting plates 32 are connected with the second tie plate frames by an eighth pin shaft 58 respectively, for example, each third connecting plate 32 is hinged with the second connecting plate 24 by the eighth pin shaft 58; one end of the third tie plate frame 33 is hinged with the third connecting plates 32 by a ninth pin shaft 59, and the other end (i.e., the left end in Fig. 6) is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane; and the second sheave block 37 is arranged on the third tie plate frame 33 and is connected with the first sheave block 27 by a steel cable. The first sheave block 27 and the second sheave block 37 can be provided with four sheaves. After connecting the first sheave block 27 with the second sheave block 37, the steel cable forms a cable line of the steel cable to connect the third segment 3 with the second segment 2 and further straighten the third segment 3 and the second segment 2 between which a certain included angle is originally formed into a line conveniently.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7, the third tie plate frame 33 is provided with a stop component 35 for locating the third connecting plates 32. For example, the stop component 35 is a block, the third connecting plates 32 are oval or elongated plates, and the stop component 35 is arranged at a predetermined position outside the oval plates to limit the rotation range of the oval or elongated plates at the predetermined position, so that the third connecting plates 32 can rotate around a pin shaft within a limited range to be convenient for mounting.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2b, the third pin shaft 53 connecting the B connecting plate 14 with the C plate frame 13, the fourth pin shaft 54 connecting the B connecting plate 14 with the first reversing plate 15, the rotating shaft Q and the rotating shaft R are parallel to one another, for example, the pin shafts and the rotating shafts are arranged in the vertical direction. All the first to the ninth pin shafts are parallel to one another except for the third pin shaft, the fourth pin shaft, the rotating shaft Q and the rotating shaft R, for example, they are arranged horizontally; and the third pin shaft, the fourth pin shaft, the rotating shaft Q and the rotating shaft R are perpendicular to the rest pin shafts of the first to the ninth pin shafts. Due to each pin shaft, rotating shaft, connecting plate and reversing plate and their connecting relationship, the tie rods can rotate in both the horizontal and vertical directions; in addition, the first and second segments of the tie rods are connected by a pin shaft to be reversed to the horizontal direction. In addition, most of the pin shafts are arranged horizontally in order to be convenient to dismount except for the pin shafts and the rotating shafts which are arranged vertically for reversing; and particularly, the pin shaft 56 connecting the first segment with the second segment of the tie rods is arranged horizontally, therefore, the pin shafts are dismounted horizontally in the important steps in the connecting process, the mounting time is saved and the mounting difficulty is reduced. Of course, under the condition of meeting the rotation of the first tie rods 16 in the horizontal and vertical directions, the pin shafts and the connecting members can be further added or reduced, and the arrangement direction of each pin shaft is not limited to the way above.

In another aspect, the disclosure further provides a method for mounting a tie rod of a balance boom of a tower crane. The tie rod structure of the balance boom is the one mentioned above which comprises a first segment, a second segment and a third segment; as shown in Figs. 8 to 10, the method comprises the following steps: pre-mounting the first segment 1 and the third segment 3 on a tower head 70 and a balance boom 60 respectively; arranging the second segment 2 on a balance boom bracket and a trolley; and connecting the second segment 2 with the third segment 3. For example, the first segment 1 is mounted and transported with the tower head 70, and the third segment 3 is mounted and transported with the balance boom 60, so as to save the
mounting time and bring convenience to the transportation of the first segment 1 and the third segment 3.

Furthermore, the method further comprises: connecting the tie rods of the whole hoisting boom into a whole.

The process of the mounting method is as follows: for example, as shown in Fig. 8, the balance boom 60 is mounted, the first segment 1 is mounted and transported with the balance boom 60, the third segment 3 is mounted and transported with the tower head 70, the tower head 70 is hoisted to a position where it can be mounted with the balance boom 60 by hoisting equipment (not shown), and the tower head (the supporting frame) 70 is connected with the balance boom 60 by a pin shaft 91 to form an inclined angle with the balance boom 60.

The first tie rods 16 of the first segment on the tower head 70 and the second tie rods 26 of the second segment on the balance boom bracket (on the balance boom 60) and the trolley (on the balance boom 60) are connected by the sixth pin shaft 56 through the second connecting plate 22; the second sheave block 37 of the third segment and the first sheave block 27 of the second segment are connected by an auxiliary steel cable 90; and then the auxiliary steel cable 90 is fixed on the third segment 3.

As shown in Fig. 9, the hoisting boom 72 is hoisted to a position where it can be connected and mounted with the upper base 80, the hoisting boom 72 is connected with the upper base 80 by a pin shaft 93, and the angle of the hoisting boom 72 is regulated; as shown in Fig. 10, the hoisting boom tie rod on the tower head 70 and the hoisting boom tie rod lying on the hoisting boom are connected by a pin shaft 94 to connect the tie rods 75 of the whole hoisting boom into a whole; the second segment 2 and the third segment 3 of the tie rods of the balance boom are tied together by the auxiliary steel cable; and the third connecting plate 32 is connected with the A connecting plate 12 and the second tie plate frames 23 by the ninth pin shaft 59, and the hoisting equipment is dismounted. The tie rods of the whole balance boom are divided into three segments, and each segment is divided into several sections so as to meet the mounting and transportation requirements of a large tower crane; and in addition, the first segment 1 is mounted and transported with the balance boom 60, and the third segment 3 is mounted and transported with the tower head 70 so that the tie rods of the balance boom are convenient, fast, efficient and safe to mount in the whole process.

Above contents only describe the preferred embodiments of the present invention and are not intended to limit the present invention; for one skilled in the art, the present invention may have various modifications and changes. Any modifications, equivalent replacements and improvements made within the spirit and principle of the present invention should be included within the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A tie rod structure of a balance boom of a tower crane, characterized by comprising:
   - two tie rods (6) intersected with each other at a certain angle, wherein each of the tie rods (6) has a first end connected with a balance boom (60) of the crane and a second end connected with a tower head (70) of the crane, and the distance between the first ends of the two tie rods (6) is greater than that between the second ends;
   - an adapting member (17) which is arranged at the second ends of the two tie rods (6) and the second end of each of the tie rods (6) is connected to the adapting member (17) and two first connecting members (10) disposed separately, wherein each of the first connecting members (10) has a first end connected with the adapting member (17) and a second end connected with the tower head (70) of the crane by a first pin shaft (51).

2. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 1, characterized in that, the adapting member (17) comprises:
   - a C tie plate frame (13) hinged with each of the first connecting members (10) by a second pin shaft (52) and
   - a B connecting plate (14) hinged with the C tie plate frame (13) by a third pin shaft (53); wherein each of the tie rods (6) is provided with a first reversing plate (15) which is connected to the B connecting plate (14) by a fourth pin shaft (54); and
   - the second end of each of the tie rods (6) is connected to the first reversing plate (15) by a fifth pin shaft (55).

3. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 1, characterized in that, further comprising:
   - two second tie plate frames (23), each of which is arranged at the first end of each of the two tie rods (6), and each of the two tie rods (6) is connected with one of the second tie plate frames (23) by a second reversing plate (25), wherein one second reversing plate (25) is connected with one of the second tie plate frames (23) by a first rotating shaft (Q), and the other second reversing plate (25) is connected with the other of the second tie plate frames (23) by a second rotating shaft (R);
   - a second connecting member, one end of which is connected with the second tie plate frames (23) by a second connecting plate (24),
and the other end of which is provided with a structure connected with the balance boom of the crane;
a box-type supporting beam (28) which is connected between the second tie plate frames (23) and comprises a bottom surface, a top surface parallel to the bottom surface and a first end surface and a second end surface perpendicular to the bottom surface, wherein the first end surface is parallel to the second end surface, the plane formed by the two tie rods (6) is within the middle between the bottom surface and the top surface, the first end surface is within the plane formed by the first rotating shaft (Q) and the second rotating shaft (R), and the distance of the second end surface departing away from the adapting member (17) is larger than that of the first end surface; and a first sheave block (27) which is arranged on the supporting beam (28).

4. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 3, characterized in that, each of the tie rods (6) comprises a first tie rod (16) and a second tie rod (26) which are connected by a sixth pin shaft (56); the first tie rod (16) is connected to one of the two first connecting member (10) by the adapting member (17); and the second tie rod (26) is connected with one of the second tie plate frames (23) by one of the second reversing plates (25).

5. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 4, characterized in that, the tie rod structure of the balance boom is divided into a first segment (1), a second segment (2) and a third segment (3) which are connected in sequence, the first segment (1) comprises the first tie rods (16), the adapting member (17) and the first connecting members (10); the second segment (2) of the tie rod structure of the balance boom comprises the second tie rods (26), the second reversing plates (25), the second tie plate frames (23), the second connecting plate (24), the supporting beam (28) and the first sheave block (27), one of the second reversing plates (25) is connected to one of the second tie rod (26) by a seventh pin shaft (57), and one of the second tie plate frame (23) is connected with one of the second reversing plates (25) by the first rotating shaft (Q) or the second rotating shaft (R); and the third segment (3) is hinged with the second connecting plate (24) and is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane.

6. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 5, characterized in that, the first connecting members (10) comprise two parallel D tie plate frames (11), each of which is provided with an A connecting plate (12) hinged therewith and being parallel thereto; the A connecting plate (12) is connected with the C tie plate frame (13); and each one of the D tie plate frame (11) is provided with a structure hinged with the tower head of the tower crane by the first pin shaft (51).

7. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 6, characterized in that, the second connecting member forms the third segment which comprises:

two third connecting plates (32), each of which is hinged with one of the second tie plate frames (23) by an eighth pin shaft (58); a third tie plate frame (33), one end of which is hinged with the two third connecting plates (32) by two ninth pin shafts (59) and the other end of which is provided with a structure hinged with the balance boom of the crane; and a second sheave block (37) which is arranged on the third tie plate frame (33) and is connected with the first sheave block (27) by a steel cable.

8. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 7, characterized in that, the third pin shaft (53) connecting the B connecting plate (14) with the D tie plate frame (11), the fourth pin shaft (54) connecting the B connecting plate (14) with the first reversing plate (15), the first rotating shaft (Q) and the second rotating shaft (R) are parallel to one another; the pin shafts of the first to ninth pin shafts, excepting for the third pin shaft (53), the fourth pin shaft (54), the first rotating shaft (Q) and the second rotating shaft (R), are parallel to one another; and the third pin shaft (53), the fourth pin shaft (54), the first rotating shaft (Q) and the second rotating shaft (R) are perpendicular to the rest pin shafts of the first to ninth pin shafts.

9. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 7, characterized in that, the third tie plate frame (33) is provided with a stop component (35) for stopping the third connecting plates (32).

10. The tie rod structure of the balance boom according to claim 2, characterized in that, the first reversing plate (15) comprises:
a vertical connecting plate (151) and a horizontal connecting plate (153) which are vertically connected with each other; the vertical connecting plate (151) is perpendicular to the plane formed
by the two tie rods (6); the horizontal connecting plate (153) is within the plane formed by the two tie rods (6); the fourth pin shaft (54) connects the horizontal connecting plate (153) with the B connecting plate (14); and the fifth pin shaft (55) connects one of the tie rods (6) with the vertical connecting plate (151).

11. A tower crane, characterized in that, comprising the tie rod structure of the balance boom according to any one of claims 1 to 10.

12. A method for mounting a tie rod structure of a balance boom of a tower crane, characterized in that the tie rod structure of the balance boom is the one mentioned in any one of claims 7 to 10, and the mounting method comprises: pre-mounting the first segment (1) on the tower head (70) and the third segment (3) on the balance boom, arranging the second segment (2) on a balance boom bracket and a trolley, and connecting the second segment (2) with the third segment (3).

13. The mounting method according to claim 12, characterized in that, it further comprises: connecting a hoisting boom (72) with an upper base (80) to connect the tie rods of the hoisting boom into a whole.
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